
•	 Table	Saws

Web Ref Price
Sedgwick Ta315 3ph 4.0 hp SETA3153 £2,695

Sedgwick Ta315 1ph 4.0 hp SETA3151 £2,795

Sedgwick TA315 Take off Table SETAREAR £245

TA315 Right Hand Extension SETARHS £345

The Sedgwick TA315 Sliding 
Table Bench Saw is a  British 
engineered and built, cast iron 
table saw that represents 
excellent value for money.
The saw is driven by a high 
powered, quiet 4 hp  induction 
motor that will run reliably, day in, 
day out in trade workshops.  The saw has a large abra-
sion proof cast iron table, precision planed, this offers 
minimal friction, ensuring smooth, safe workpiece 
passage. The grey iron castings help absorb and 
dampen  any vibration. 

The sliding table is included with this machine allowing 
you to mitre and crosscut as well as rip. The cast iron rip 
fence assembly slides freely along its graduated rail and 
locks rigidly. 

Technical Specification:
Maximum sawblade diameter  315mm
Maximum depth of cut 105mm @ 90 degrees 
 76mm @ 45 degrees
Motor power  3.0 Kw 4.0 HP
Size of main table 800 x 750mm
Distance saw to fence  610mm
Sliding table size 600 x 350mm
Distance saw to crosscut fence 620mm
Dust extraction outlet to base 150mm
Dust extraction outlet to guard  50mm
Total air volume required  1445cmh
Weight of machine  325kg with standard table
Weight of machine  466kg with panel sizing table
Machine equipped as standard with:TCT sawblade;

Sedgwick TA315 TAble SAw  SpeciAl
£2,695
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Web Ref Price
Sedgwick TA450 Rip Saw Bench SETA4503 £4,450

Sedgwick 620mm Sliding Table SETAST2 £595

The new Sedgwick TA450 is a heavy weight saw 
bench with a tilt arbour, driven by a reliable high 
powered 7.5 hp induction motor, and now featuring an 
impressive overhead crown guard. The 450mm tilting 
blade offers performance that few competitors can 
match.

The cast iron rip fence assembly, has fine adjustment, 
slides freely along its graduated rail and locks rigidly. 
Two well positioned hand wheels allow for exact 
blade height & tilt adjustment.

Optional sliding tables are available with either 
610mm or 1200mm stroke.

Technical Specification:
Maximum sawblade diameter  450mm
Maximum depth of cut 155mm @ 900

 105mm @ 450

Motor power  5.5kw 7.5hp
Size of main table 1125 x 900mm
Height of table  850mm
Distance saw to fence  610mm
Weight of machine  525kg

Sedgwick TA450 TilT Arbor rip SAw SpeciAl
£4,450
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